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So that there's no guessing as to what it is I think: I am in favor of The Iran Deal.  

Having said that, the very fact that all parties refer to this proposed agreement as a "deal" tells 
us pretty much everything we need to know, namely that it's chock-full of trade-offs and 
compromises with a Middle Eastern state that has richly earned just about everyone's mistrust. 
Moreover, notwithstanding my support for moving forward, this is hardly a black and white 
issue. The Deal, otherwise known as the "Joint Comprehensive Plan Of Action", is far from 
perfect in a context that is deeply nuanced, to the extent that I understand and am sympathetic 
to the point of view of those who oppose it as well. 

However it all turns out, of much greater interest to me — and what I believe should be for all 
of us, especially today — are not the pros and cons of The Plan per se, but rather what lies at 
their individual and collective cores. Put another way, what I want to explore this morning is 
not the rightness or the wrongness of the "Joint Comprehensive Plan Of Action", not whether 
the United States would be wise or foolish to proceed with The Deal, but to examine the truths 
that impel us, the underlying premises upon which we base our understanding of this 
provocative situation. To paraphrase Nathan Englander's book "What We Talk About When 
We Talk About Anne Frank", I want to discuss what we're really talking about when we talk 
about the Iran deal. 

My teacher, Jacob Rader Marcus, among the most eminent and respected historians of Jews 
and Judaism, wrote the following in his book “The Rise and Destiny of the German Jew": 

"Only recently this year, Max Liebermann was asked if he did not believe that German 
Jewry had a future, if he did not think that the courageous activity of the older and 
newer Jewish organizations was a symptom that augured well for the future. The artist's 
ironic answer was typical: 'German Jewry is like a man who is mortally wounded — and 
in addition, has a cold. So he calls the doctor in to stop the sniffling.' 

"Liebermann's bitter skepticism is hardly justified," Marcus went on. "German Jewry has 
the will to survive…The lesson of Jewish history lends us further assurance that, barring 
wholesale expulsion or massacre, which seem rather remote even under the implacable 
hatred of the National Socialists, what has been called the 'Jewish genius for survival' 
will manifest itself in Germany." 

Dr. Marcus wrote these well-considered but eminently regrettable words in 1934. That he 
misjudged the situation was an understatement. Historians and political analysts can often 
miss the boat. It's a guessing game, a well-thought out process to be sure, a result of great 
knowledge and extensive research, but a guessing game nonetheless. Plenty of scholars and 
journalists will admit as much. Because we can never know for sure what the future will hold. 
Marcus even said so when he suggested the "remote" possibility of "wholesale expulsion or 
massacre...." Of course he could never have imagined, no one could ever have imagined what 
would come. 



 

 

We never confronted Dr. Marcus about those words because we loved and respected him too 
much, but it was common knowledge among many of the students. And to this day his gross 
misjudgment of the situation stands as a kind of dire warning, akin perhaps to a sacred fear: 
After Auschwitz one must be very careful when discussing the fate of the Jewish people. Always 
err on the side of caution. If we learned anything from that very dark chapter of human history, 
when it comes to Jews and existential threats the stakes will forever be inordinately high. We 
Jews have tragically earned the right to be paranoid.  

When we talk about Iran we talk about fear.  

Ours is an inbred, collective fear. It is a fear that is rooted in our history. As such, we are an 
historical people. Not merely a people with a history, but a people for whom history is part of 
our DNA. The Iran deal evokes that history. But that doesn't mean that the past must always 
be a template for the future.  

When we talk about Iran we are really talking about our history.  

As Jews, we are captives of our history. We know of the Crusades, the Inquisition. We heard 
about the pogroms. They are all part of our inherited identity. But especially in this post-
Holocaust age it is more than just knowledge; after Auschwitz our history is emotional. As such 
it has the power to hold us back, to block us from objectively understanding the present and 
keep us from constructively addressing the future. 

When we talk about Iran we're really talking about Israel. But when we talk about Israel, a 
nation borne from centuries of Jewish powerlessness, we're really talking about the past.  

Let us assume that for many the fear of a nuclear Iran is rooted in the danger it poses to the 
State of Israel. This would not be unreasonable to assume. After all, were it not for Israeli 
vigilance, were it not for years and years of Israel begging the world to heed the prospect of 
Iranian nuclear ambitions there probably wouldn't be a deal on the table at all. And the reason 
Israel and its supporters have been clamoring for us to wake up to this potential danger is 
because Israel's very existence could hinge on it. This is the lesson of Auschwitz. There are 
people who don't like Jews. There are people who would prefer a world without a Jewish state. 
And if we learned anything from our past it must be don't take your enemies lightly.  

But the problem with Dr. Marcus' miscalculation was that he saw the National Socialist threat 
within the context of what had already happened, within the context of centuries of anti-Jewish 
hatred. He saw the Nazis as another pogrom. For him, because of what history had shown us 
up to that point, we would be able to prevail against riots and discrimination. The prospects of 
"expulsion and massacre" were "remote". Genocide was never in the discussion. It was a tragic 
miscalculation.  

Similarly, the problem after Auschwitz is that now we see virtually any and every threat almost 
exclusively in terms of genocide. And we would be wise to beware. Alas, there are still forces 
out there who begrudge us Jews our existence. But, no matter how tempting the parallel might 
seem and feel to be, Iran is not Nazi Germany. In other words, try not to be too influenced by 
their rhetoric. Iran's goal, contrary to what many would have us believe, is not the destruction 
of Israel. It would be another story were we talking about ISIS. They are driven by a religiously 
fanatical desire to bring about Jihad. But Iran, notwithstanding their Islamic orthodoxy, knows 
full-well that a nuclear attack against any other nation — especially Israel — would assure 
their own total destruction. Iran is not that dumb. What Iran seeks is regional hegemony in the 
Middle East. Iran wants to be the big kid on the block. That's why they want to go nuclear, to 



 

 

show themselves to their neighbors — specifically their Arab neighbors — that they are the 
force to contend with. Dissing Israel simply goes along with that territory. 

None of this is to dismiss Iran. On the contrary. I am deeply concerned about where the money 
that will now flow into Iran will end up. As the region's primary benefactor of terrorism, 
especially Hezbollah and Hamas on Israel's borders, we in the West must be excessively 
vigilant in preventing that money from turning into rockets and suicide bombers. But for Israel, 
the preeminent concern was and is the same: Keeping nuclear weapons out of the Iranian 
arsenal for as long as possible. And The Deal does that. Is it ideal? No. On the contrary, it is a 
serious stall. But not just to keep these weapons out of their hands for a bit longer, but to give 
the West more time to try and establish relations with the secular forces that are rapidly 
growing with that Islamist state. Put another way, rather than using the past to drive current 
policy, I believe that the "Joint Comprehensive Plan Of Action" focuses on the normalization of 
relations that the Western powers (including even Israel) might establish with Iran in the 
future. And whether you agree with this or not, no one can argue that as a consequence of this 
agreement Iran gets neutralized as an immediate direct existential threat — especially to Israel. 

And this brings me to Israel. When we talk about Israel we must talk about the future. 

I have chosen this word "future" carefully. I could have said the "security" or the "safety" of 
Israel and I don't think any of us would have blinked. But this is another of those truisms of 
which we need to be cautious. Just as the events of the past are not always helpful when 
assessing the future, so the truths of the past need not necessarily be indelible. 

When I lived in Israel in 1972 and 1973, just a brief 5 years after the watershed Six-Day War, 
the mantra was "safe and secure borders." And for good reason. That was why Israel held onto 
the captured territories of the West Bank, the Golan Heights and the Sinai Peninsula: they 
were buffer zones protecting the Israeli population from incursion by the surrounding Arab 
armies. But it's been nearly 50 years now. Israel has normalized relations with Jordan and 
Egypt, not a tank has violated Israeli-held land since 1973. On the contrary, Israelis now 
control and inhabit the West Bank and it has resulted in a situation that is, shall we say, 
controversial. And however (if ever) it gets resolved, the question of Israel and its traditional 
Arab enemies is no longer the same. As Israel has learned from Egypt and Jordan, the solution 
can be achieved politically. Simply put, while always remaining vigilant against the forces that 
would challenge Israel's right to exist, Israel's existence is simply no longer in question. But its 
future is still very much in doubt. 

I love Israel. I don't always agree with Israeli leaders, but I celebrate its democracy that allows 
for free and stable elections. I derive enormous pride from Israel's humanitarian instincts, from 
the lengths its military goes to protect civilians, from the way it is always among the first in the 
world to respond to natural and man-made disasters, from its social ethos that allows for 
dissent and expects the pursuit of justice, even for its own enemies. And as an Oheiv Yisraeil, a 
lover of Israel, I worry for it. I will always stand by Israel when it is attacked. I want only the 
best for Israel. But wanting the best does not mean reflexively agreeing with everything that its  
leaders claim to be true. Israel's well-being involves more than exclusively worrying about 
whether its borders are safe and secure. Thinking about Israel must mean more than wrapping 
ourselves in a perpetual state of existential anxiety. Far more important to me is the soul of 
Israel. 

If what concerns you the most about The Deal is the precariousness that you feel it imposes on 
Israel, if your primary concern focuses on Israel's future — and I hope that would be the case 
— then you need to be looking at what is going on inside Israel. 



 

 

 
If Israel is to have a future that builds on the vision of the original Zionists, then the 
occupation must end. Israel can no longer afford to ask its young adults to serve as a police 
force to a stateless people with limited rights. Israel can no longer afford to allow its 
nationalistic fringe to drive the political agenda, to settle in territories that only exacerbate the 
prospect for peace. I am not suggesting that the responsibility for the occupation rests entirely 
in Israeli hands. Not at all. But if Israel is to move forward, if Israel is to grow as a society, if 
Israel is to be the beacon of hope for the Jewish people, then it must see the disentanglement 
with the Palestinians as a matter of urgency. There will be no peace until the Palestinians have 
a state. And while much of that is equally if not more so dependent on the Palestinian people, 
there is much more that Israel could do towards this end. Ending settlements in the disputed 
territories is an absolute. The occupation eats away at the soul of Israel.  

And so do Israel's rabbis.  

One of the great miscalculations of Israel's founders was to relinquish control of all religious 
matters to the ultra-Orthodox rabbis who survived the Holocaust. David Ben Gurion saw this 
as a minor thing. He was chiloni, a secularist. Just as it had been in pre-war Europe, the ultra-
Orthodox would do their thing, live in their secluded world, and never the twain would meet. 
But Europe was a world where other Jews had options. As a secularist Ben Gurion didn't get it. 
And the result is that Israel is now, in many ways, a theocracy.  

If you care for Israel, especially as liberal Jews, then you have to care for the Israeli women 
who get arrested for trying to walk into the Western Wall's plaza because they are wearing 
tallitot. If you care for Israel, then you have to care about a nation whose transportation system 
is being held hostage by ultra-Orthodox Jews. If you care about Israel, then you have to care 
for those Israeli couples who are forced to travel to Cyprus in order to get married because the 
marriage laws of Israel are held by the religious monopoly of Israeli orthodoxy.  

Do not misunderstand me. I have enormous respect for traditional Orthodox Judaism. I admire 
those who live their lives with such spiritual integrity. But when those choices are imposed on 
other Jews, when that lifestyle is politicized to the extent that it drives policy and law — at the 
expense of other Jews, at the expense of those who seek to embrace Judaism but in ways more 
open and inclusive and contemporary, and when it becomes the religious norm of the Jewish 
state, when it becomes the law of the land — then I have no choice but to worry for Israel's 
future.  

I am profoundly sorry to say this, but the truth be told — the dynamic of Israel's rabbanut is 
not really all that different from the mullahs of Teheran. They both process the world in deeply 
judgmental and exclusionary ways. They are both driven by a religious fanaticism that leaves 
little room for reason and less for compromise. Similarly the ultra-right-wing nationalists who 
dominate the settler movement are less interested in finding peace with the Palestinians than 
they are in realizing a religious vision that concludes with the coming of Messiah. Neither of 
these dynamics bode well for Israel. They may not color in as dramatically as the prospect of a 
nuclear holocaust, but their long-term destructive impact on the State of Israel scores 
profoundly higher on the scale of ultimate probability.  

If we love Israel, if we worry for its future, then this is where we should be focusing our 
energies.  

And this brings me to my last point. When we talk about Iran we're really talking about Israel. 
But when we talk about Israel — whether we realize it or not — we're really talking about 



 

 

ourselves, here, in America. And at no time has this been more evident than in these past few 
months when we've talked about Iran.  

Almost 50 years ago my youth group had this very discussion. Not about Iran, of course, but 
about Israel. And America. What would you do, our youth group advisors posed to us, if Israel 
and the United States were ever at odds with each other? Where would you stand if these two 
nations ever found themselves in conflict? Put another way, they asked us, are we Jewish 
Americans or American Jews? Is our identity as Jew a noun or an adjective? 

It almost feels as if we are a people on trial. Not by America, mind you, but by ourselves. If we 
stand with the deal, are we disloyal to Israel? And if we oppose the deal, are we saying that 
Israel's security means more to us than American interests?  

I am here today to tell you what I think of this. I think it's nonsense. It's a false dichotomy. We 
are here today in this sanctuary because we are Jews. And we admit — with not a small 
amount of pride — that being Jewish is more than a matter of faith. We bring with us a history, 
a deep sense of peoplehood. And our sense of identity as a unique people is shaped largely 
because we have never known a place where we were accepted as full-fledged citizens. Until 
now. 

We Jews have never had it better in a land that was not Israel than we do in America. We have 
never known acceptance as we do in America. We have never known the freedoms and the 
rights accorded to us as we do in America. We have never been as secure and safe as we are in 
America. And you know what? We don't have to choose. It makes no difference. You can be an 
American Jew or a Jewish American. Either way, all the privileges and blessings that come with 
America will still apply.  

Israel, for us American Jews, symbolizes the precariousness of the diaspora. It exists as a 
reminder that, if life ever becomes untenable here or anywhere else, Israel is there for us. I 
believe this. It is why I am a Zionist. It is why Israel is so important for us. It is why, every 
year, I make time on these sacred days to speak about Israel. But when I talk about Israel I am 
really talking about us.  

We would do well to calm the discourse that surrounds the "Joint Comprehensive Plan Of 
Action”. We would do well to believe that America is — and shall always be — Israel’s greatest 
ally. And we would do well to understand that historical memory is not a crystal ball. I believe 
that we can no longer afford to live in a parochial world. Because we now live in a nuclear 
world. And in such a world, history is simply insufficient. There is no precedent from which we 
can learn.  

Hopefully we are wise enough to understand that in this age of half-lives and atomic particles, 
when we talk about Iran we are talking about the entire world. Especially after Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, when we talk about countries like Iran, we had better be talking about finding ways, 
about exploring every possible option...to talk.  


